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Back to basic: 
Mechanical Seals
Pipes, Pumps & Valves Africa attended a workshop hosted by Liquid Movers and 
presented by Andreas Vandré, Flowserve Regional Manager Educational Service EMA, 
where mechanical seals came under the spotlight.

In a survey of the chemical and petrochemical industries the 
question was asked: What is the main reason that rotating 
equipment is removed from service for maintenance. An 
overwhelming 69% responded this was because of sealing 
devices, while bearings only accounted for 10%, static joints 
9%, hydraulics 3%, coupling 2% and all other issues 7%.

Mechanical seal reliability, says Vandré, is of critical 
importance for centrifugal pump operations. “Wherever a 
rotating shaft moves fluid, mechanical seals play a role,” he 
explains.

Understanding the basic concepts, components and 
principles in mechanical seals can go a long way to improving 
reliability.

Reasons for failure

Average seal life has increased significantly in recent years. 
More so, a properly designed, selected and installed seal can 
deliver optimal service life. There are, however, a variety of 
reasons why a seal can fail, says Vandré. 

“Some common operational causes that result in failure 
include when the pump is being operated too far from the 
best efficiency point (BEP), insufficient Net Positive Suction 
Head available (NPSH), operating dead-headed, improper 
venting or dry-running to name a few.”

These kinds of issues account for failure at least 40% of the 
time. It is estimated about 24% of mechanical seal failures 
are due to mechanical causes such as shaft alignment, 
coupling balance, pipe strain and pump condition while 
some 19% are attributed to system design causes such as 
the flush arrangement, insufficient cooling or dual seal 
auxiliaries.

According to Vandré seal components play a role as well 
with common causes including poor tribological pairing, the 
seal face material quality and/or secondary seals.

Available technologies

There are several available technologies for mechanical 
seals such as gland packing, explains Vandré. “The pump 
is fitted with a gland follower that can adjust to achieve 
the desired leakage which must be present as no leakage 
provides no lubrication.”

There are several pros to glad packing including the 
inexpensive up-front costs, being easy to install and easy to 
adjust. “The cons are that it could possible require flush as 
well as continual, competent adjustment and atmospheric 
leakage,” he says.

Types of seals

Mechanical seals are divided into two groups – cartridge 
and component type seals. Cartridge type seals are a 
requirement by the American Petroleum Industry, for 
example, for hydrocarbon applications. These seals are 
factory assembled and tested with measurement setting 
required.

“It is one piece to handle making installation errors less 
likely to occur,” explains Vandré. “Face damage is also far 
less likely and they are time saving. Also, these types of seals 
are easier to bench test.”

Component seals in contrast come in several pieces making 
it slightly more difficult to handle, with many part/material 
options that have to be manually set. “While these seals 
are often considered to be less expensive the possibility of 
assembly error is greater,” says Vandré. “Face damage is also 
more possible. These are the seals that we tend to still most 
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often see in older pump designs.”

More detail

A typical “pusher type” mechanical seal consists of a rotating 
face, a stationary face and secondary sealing elements with 
a drive mechanism and some type flexible elements, says 
Vandré.

Seals are usually classified into three categories, three types 
and three arrangements. Category 1 is used in non-ISO 
13709/API 610 pump seal chambers with application where 
the seal temperatures range from 40 to 260 °C. Category 
2 is used in seal chambers meeting the chamber envelope 
dimensional requirements of ISO 13709/API 610 while the 
seal temperatures range from 40 to 400 °C. Category 3 is for 
the most rigorously tested seal design.

The three different types of seals are type A – pusher seals; 
Type B – metal bellows seals and type C – metal bellows 
seals using high temperature gasket materials.

The three arrangements, says Vandré, are categorized from 
1 to 3. Arrangement 1 are single seals where the process is 
not a safety or environmental concern and the emissions 
monitoring for this seal is not stringent. Arrangement 2 are 
dual seals using a buffer system. The second seal sees lower 
pressure than the primary seal. Some leakage of the process 
fluid is acceptable and can be managed. Arrangement 3 is a 
dual seal using a barrier system. While the second seal sees 

higher pressure than the primary seal, no leakage of process 
fluid is acceptable.

According to Vandré seal arrangements 2 and 3 can be split 
into three orientations – face to back, face to face, and back 
to back.

Understanding heat

The seal faces and seal assembly can generate heat in the 
seal chamber due to liquid shear in the sealed fluid between 
the seal faces, liquid turbulence in the seal chamber, 
mechanical motion in the seal assembly or even when 
occasionally bumping or touching of the seal faces.

According to Vandré seal generated heat must be removed 
in most applications to maintain stable operation. “In high 
temperature applications, the opposite may be true,” he 
says. “The heat in the seal chamber must then be maintained 
to provide a stable operation. To control the temperature in 
the seal chamber and to provide adequate lubrication for 
the seal faces, a seal flush is required for the vast majority 
of applications.”
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